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Are Foods Addictive or Just Delicious?
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We are surrounded by an abundance of delicious food. Throughout the developed world, cooking shows saturate our televisions and streaming video feeds advertise greasy burgers and decadent chocolates. Our addiction to food is so powerful that despite obesity affecting more than a third of the world’s adults over the age of 35, no country has had success in reducing obesity for over 30 years.

What does an addiction look like?
A drug addiction is a chronic relapsing disorder characterized by compulsive drug-seeking that persists despite adverse consequences. It often involves cravings, tolerance, and withdrawals. While addiction may have its root causes in a variety of factors, from social isolation to genetic predispositions, it also involves a series of neurobiological changes that make it harder for an affected person to quit.

Food addiction seems to fit because people with food addiction do many of the same things that people with drug addiction do. They might eat more food than they planned, spend time eating instead of working or seeing friends and family, or feel anxious and agitated when they try to stop eating foods high in fat and sugar. Frequently, they will have tried to cut down on these foods, only to find themselves compulsively eating them again. It is not surprising then, that people with food addiction are more likely to be overweight or obese.

Conditioned for addiction
Many scientists argue that addictions to different drugs, and even to food, share fundamental learning or conditioning processes that make them broadly similar. In classical conditioning, exemplified by Pavlov’s Dog, something ordinary like a
sound or image appears shortly before something rewarding like food or drugs. Over time, the sound or image becomes associated with the reward and can cause a response on its own. In animals, scientists use simple stimuli like buzzers, tones, and flashing lights. For humans, marketing teams carefully design product logos and shoot advertisements showing popular celebrities with their sodas and burgers. Over time, we are conditioned to associate food branding with food products, allowing the logos and advertising jingles to drive our responses on their own.

“But when the rat is shown a cue or brought back to a context where they received food or drugs, they will press the lever again even if they aren’t getting any rewards, much like how many drug addiction patients will relapse even after receiving therapy.”

Operant conditioning takes things one step further than classical conditioning. Humans don’t usually just receive food – we generally have to do something first, like paying for it using cash or credit cards. In the laboratory, animals also have to ‘pay’ to get a drop of alcohol or sugar water by performing an action first, like pressing a lever. Addiction studies using operant conditioning often follow an experimental approach called reinstatement that is thought to model relapse. During the initial training phase, a rat might learn how to press a lever to get a reward. In the next phase, the reward is not available no matter how many times the rat presses the lever. During this second phase, which scientists call ‘extinction’, the rat learns to stop pressing the lever. The extinction phase is similar to psychotherapy for people with drug addiction because both help to suppress the drug or reward-seeking response. But when the rat is shown a cue or brought back to a context where they received food or drugs, they will press the lever again even if they aren’t getting any rewards, much like how many drug addiction patients will relapse even after receiving therapy.

**Dopamine similar, glutamate different?**

A key line of evidence for the similarity between drug addiction and food addiction is the way the brain’s dopamine signaling system responds to both food and drug cues. When we receive a reward, there is a surge of dopamine, but over time, this dopamine response shifts towards the cues that predict that reward. These classic studies are widely cited in the addiction literature, but they were actually done with fruit juice as the reward. However, numerous other studies have explored the role of dopamine in drug addiction and found that drugs of abuse cause a similar pattern of responding in the dopamine system. While
addictive drugs can cause a greater dopamine release than food, dopamine’s role in predicting food and drug rewards is mostly the same.

Glutamate is another neurotransmitter system that is involved in processing food and drug rewards. Addictive drugs alter glutamate function and, in some ways, glutamate function is disturbed by both drugs and foods. However, a specific glutamate transporter, GLT-1, that is responsible for removing excess glutamate is involved in drug addiction but not food addiction. Recent studies have shown that while GLT-1 is important for relapsing to cocaine use, it is not important for relapsing to sugar-seeking.

When it comes to glutamate and food and drugs, even some parts of the brain respond differently. In recent work I was involved in, we used classical conditioning to teach rats to respond to a sugar cue and then injected a drug that suppressed glutamate signals transmitted through the mGlu5 receptor into specific parts of their brains. Even though previous studies had shown a brain region called the nucleus accumbens core was important for cocaine addiction, our rats still responded to a sugar cue even when we suppressed glutamate signals in the nucleus accumbens. We had another surprise when we targeted the basolateral amygdala, another brain region where our anti-glutamate drug had reduced drug-seeking. Instead of finding that our rats responded less to the sugar cue, we found that it improved their ability to tell apart contexts where they had previously gotten sugar compared to contexts where they hadn’t. In the sugar context, our rats seemed to respond more to the cue, while the cue became less effective in a neutral context. When it comes to glutamate, food and drugs seem to engage different molecular mechanisms and even brain regions.

**Food addiction is different**
It is easy to call a chocolate cake or a cheesy pizza addictive, but it’s not activating the same parts of the brain in the same way as addictive drugs like alcohol and heroin. We can learn to follow a cue whether it leads us to a cupcake or cocaine, but parts of our brain...
brains may be excited differently or using slightly different neurotransmitters. This doesn’t necessarily mean that food isn’t addictive and definitely doesn’t mean that frequent and compulsive overeating isn’t bad for our health. But it does mean that our brains see foods and drugs differently and any treatments need to take this into account. It’s important that we keep trying to understand the neuroscience of addiction and appetite so that in 30 years we will have success stories to tell about both drug addiction and obesity.
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